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Abstract

Background: Intratumoral immune infiltrates have manifested a robust prognostic signature in patients with
hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). We hypothesized that a novel tissue-related immune signature (TRIS) could
improve the prediction of postoperative survival for patients diagnosed with early/intermediate HCC.

Methods: Twenty-eight immune features were immunohistochemically examined on 352 HCC specimens. The
LASSO Cox regression model was used to construct a five-feature-based TRIS. The univariate and multivariate Cox
analyses were performed. Based on independent predictors, the immune-clinical prognostic index (ICPI) was
established. Performance assessment was measured with C-index and compared with seven traditional staging
systems. The independent validation cohort (n = 393) was included to validate the model.

Results: By using the LASSO method, the TRIS were constructed on the basis of five immune features,
CD3intratumoral (T), CD27T, CD68peritumoral (P), CD103T, and PD1T. Multivariate Cox analysis showed that the TRIS was an
independent prognostic predictor. In the training cohort, γ-glutamyl transferase, tumor diameter, tumor
differentiation, and TRIS were incorporated into the ICPI. The ICPI presented satisfactory discrimination ability, with
C-index values of 0.691 and 0.686 in the training and validation cohorts, respectively. Compared with seven
conventional staging systems (C-index, training cohort, 0.548–0.597; validation cohort, 0.519–0.610), the ICPI
exhibited better performance for early/intermediate-stage HCCs. Further, the patients were categorized into three
subgroups with X-tile software, and the stratified ICPI presented a superior corrected Akaike information criterion
and homogeneity in both cohorts.

Conclusions: Our ICPI was a useful and reliable prognostic tool which may offer good individualized prediction
capability for HCC patients with early/intermediate stage.
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Background
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a leading cause of
cancer-related death worldwide, accounting for more than
700,000 deaths per year [1]. The prognosis of HCC not only
depends on the tumor burden of patients but also on their
underlying liver functional reserve [2] and tumor hetero-
geneity [3]. Therefore, in order to promote better prognosis
and reduce the global burden of this disease, it is crucial to
identify new pathological and biological predictors and
improve prediction of postsurgical survival for HCC.
While multiple immune components are involved in

cancer initiation and progression [4], the existence of vari-
ous immune components have been identified in the liver,
including Kupffer cells [5], dendritic cells (DCs) [6], nat-
ural killer (NK) cells, naïve and memory lymphocytes [7],
B cells [8], T regulatory cells (Tregs) [9], T follicular helper
(Tfh) cells [10], CD8+ T cells [11], and CD4+ T cells [12].
Studies have suggested that immune infiltrates are of
clinical significance in various types of cancer [13–15]. For
example, the immune score, which is based on the num-
ber of lymphocytic populations in the tumor core and the
invasive margin of tumor, was able to indicate outcomes
in patients with early-stage colorectal cancer [16] and has
been defined as a new component in the classification of
colorectal cancer. In our previous studies, intratumoral
neutrophils [17], margin-infiltrating CD20+ B cells by Shi
et al. [18], and intratumoral balance of regulatory and
cytotoxic T cells by Gao et al. [19] were found to be asso-
ciated with long-term survival of HCC patients. It was re-
ported that about 25% of HCC samples were found
expressing markers of an inflammatory response, charac-
terized with high expression levels of programmed cell
death protein 1 (PD1) and CD274, and markers of cyto-
lytic activity [20]. Li et al. have also reported that the
expression of PD1 in HCC was able to promote tumor
growth independent of adaptive immunity [21]. However,
the prognostic potential of infiltrating immune cells in
survival prediction for patients with HCC has not yet been
assessed comprehensively.
In this study, we used the least absolute shrinkage and

selection operator (LASSO) regression model based on
28 immunological features to establish the tissue-related
immune signature (TRIS). Then, independent clinico-
pathological predictors and TRIS were integrated into a
novel immune-clinical prognostic index (ICPI). More-
over, we investigated the performance of the ICPI, com-
pared the ICPI with 7 conventional staging systems, and
validated the ICPI model in the validation cohort.

Methods
Dataset
Data collection was conducted from all HCC patients
who underwent liver resection between April 2005 and
September 2008 at the Department of Liver Surgery,

Zhongshan Hospital, Shanghai, China. The inclusion cri-
teria were without previous anticancer therapy, absence
of any other types of malignancies, complete resection of
liver tumors, histopathological confirmation of HCC, and
classified as stage 0 or A, or B according to the Barcelona
Clinic Liver Cancer (BCLC) staging system. In this study,
the patients with BCLC B stage were carefully selected: re-
sectable HCC, adequate liver remnant size after liver re-
section, no radiological evidence of vascular invasion or
extrahepatic metastasis, and liver function status of Child
A-B. Patients with hilar or extrahepatic cholangiocarci-
noma, tumors of uncertain origin, metastatic liver tumors,
combined hepatocellular-cholangiocarcinoma, periopera-
tive mortality, or tumors beyond BCLC stage B were
excluded from the study. Recruited patients were divided
into 2 cohorts: the training and validation cohorts. The
training cohort included patients who received surgery
from April 2005 to December 2006. The validation
cohort consisted of patients that received surgery from
January 2007 to September 2008. The flowchart of pa-
tient recruitment and group assignment is presented in
Additional file 3: Figure S1.

Follow-up
The study was censored on December 1, 2011. A stan-
dardized follow-up protocol was adopted for all patients
[22]. The patients attended follow-up visits with com-
puted tomography or abdominal magnetic resonance
imaging scans carried out once every 6 months for the
first 2 years. Abdominal ultrasound, liver function tests,
and serum alpha fetoprotein (AFP) level examinations
were performed once every 3 months. The endpoints of
the study were overall survival (OS) and recurrence-free
survival (RFS). OS was defined as the interval between
the date of surgery and the date of patient death or the
last follow-up visit. RFS was defined as the time from
the date of tumor resection to the date of diagnosis of
recurrence/metastasis, or the last follow-up visit.

Tissue microarray (TMA) construction
All HCC tumor specimens were examined independ-
ently by two reviewers who were blinded to the clin-
ical characteristics or treatment outcomes of patients.
The TMA construction was conducted as previously
described [19]. To ensure homogeneity and reproduci-
bility, two representative areas with infiltrating lympho-
cytes were carefully selected by qualified pathologists in
H&E-stained slides of the blocks from the tumor center
and peritumor tissues. Then, duplicate cylinders (1mm in
diameter) from two different areas were punched, arrayed,
and re-embedded in a recipient block. All final slides were
dipped in paraffin for preservation and stored at 4 °C
before immunohistochemistry (IHC) assays.
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In this study, immune biomarkers were selected for IHC
staining based on their close involvement in patient sur-
vival and tumor recurrence (CD3, CD8, CD4, CD57, and
CD68) [17, 18, 23–26], local immune response (CD20,
CD27, and CD45RO) [8, 27], tumor growth (PD1 and
CD66b) [21, 28], and antitumor function (CD14) [29].
CXCR5 was selected because of its participation in the
pathogenesis of primary biliary cirrhosis [30]. While the
prognostic values of CD45RA [31] and CD103 [32] in liver
cancer still remain unclear, they were also selected due to
their presence in tumors. The details regarding IHC,
antibodies, and staining conditions are included in the
Additional file 1: Supplementary methods.

Evaluation of immunohistochemical staining
To evaluate the tissue-infiltrating immune cells, the tissue
sections were screened at low power (× 100), and the 5
most representative and independent fields were selected
using the Leica Qwin Plus v3 software to ensure represen-
tativeness and homogeneity. The respective areas of the
nontumoral and intratumoral regions were then photo-
graphed at × 200 magnification. Identical settings were
used for each photograph. High-resolution spot images
(1360 × 1024) were obtained and stored under TIFF for-
mat. All the consecutive images were analyzed using a
computer-automated method (Image-pro plus 6.0, Media
Cybernetics Inc.) as described elsewhere [33]. The spot
and captured spot (× 200) with image software are pre-
sented in Additional file 3: Figure S2. The numbers of
positively stained cells were recorded, and the mean value
was used for statistical analysis. The 5 representative spots
showed a good level of homogeneity of stained cell num-
bers in tumor or non-tumor regions.

Statistical analysis
Summary statistics were obtained using established
methods and presented as percentages or median values.
Pearson’s χ2 test or Fisher’s exact test was employed to
compare categorical variables. Wilcoxon rank sum test
or Student’s t test was used to evaluate continuous vari-
ables. The OS was estimated by the Kaplan-Meier method
and compared with the log-rank test. Cluster version 3.0
(Michiel de Hoon, Tokyo, Japan) was performed for the
hierarchical clustering of multi-immune features [34]. The
estimation of the relative fractions of immune cells from
tissue expression profiles of HCC was conducted using
CIBERSORT [35]. The details regarding CIBERSORT and
construction of immune network are included in
Additional file 1: Supplementary methods.
LASSO is a broadly used method for regression with

high-dimensional predictors [36]. We applied the LASSO
Cox analysis to identify significant prognostic immune
features and constructed a multi-immune feature (TRIS
score) on the basis of OS. The “glment” package was used

to do the LASSO Cox analysis. By using the univariate
and multivariate Cox proportional hazards regression in
the training dataset, we integrated independent prognostic
factors into the ICPI model. The nomogram and calibra-
tion plots were constructed as previously described [37].
We compared the ICPI model with American Joint Com-
mittee on Cancer (AJCC) 7th edition, AJCC 8th edition,
Cancer of the Liver Italian Program (CLIP), Barcelona
Clínic Liver Cancer (BCLC), Okuda, Japan Integrated Sta-
ging (JIS) and Liver Cancer Study Group of Japan (LCSGJ)
staging systems based on receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves. The P value for the c-indices in the 2
models was computed using a bootstrapping method [38].
The rcorrp.cens package in Hmisc was used.
X-tile software was used to generate the optimum cut-

off point for continuous variables according to the high-
est χ2 value defined by the Kaplan-Meier survival
analysis and the log-rank test [39]. Based on the ICPI
score, HCC patients were categorized into 3 subgroups
with X-tile software version 3.6.1 (Yale University School
of Medicine, New Haven, CT, USA). To evaluate the
performance of stratified ICPI and other staging systems,
the corrected Akaike information criterion (AIC) was
chosen to present how the staging system correlated
with patient survival. And then, Wald’s χ2 test was used
to evaluate homogeneity in the same stage within each
system, indicating differences in survival among patients
[40]. Statistical analyses were performed with R software
version 3.1.0 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing,
Vienna, Austria). Statistical significance was set at 0.05.

Results
Clinicopathological characteristics of patients
The demographic and clinicopathological data of the
745 HCC patients recruited in this study are shown in
Table 1. The patients were divided into the training co-
hort (n = 352) and the validation cohort (n = 393). The
percentages of patients at BCLC stages 0, A, and B in
the training cohort were 11.9%, 76.4%, and 11.7%, re-
spectively. Except for albumin and bilirubin, no signifi-
cant differences were observed between the training and
validation cohorts in any other patient, tumor, or
operation-related covariates. Despite significant differ-
ences existed in the albumin and bilirubin levels between
the two cohorts, these two indicators were still within
the normal range and would not influence the liver func-
tion of HCC patients.
After a median follow-up of 52.2 months (range, 3.0

to 79.3) for the entire study population, 54.8% of
patients (408/745) had developed tumor recurrence,
and 38.3% (285/745) had died. The 1-, 3-, and 5-year
OS rates were 88.9%, 69.7%, and 56.3%, respectively,
and the 1-, 3-, and 5-year RFS rates were 73.4%, 54.0%,
and 36.5%, respectively.
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Immune characteristics of HCC tissues
To investigate the cellular composition of the im-
mune infiltrates in liver cancer, we initially built the
CIBERSORT-inferred relative fractions of the different
immune cell types with publicly available data (TCGA
and 7 GEO datasets) [35]. Among the 8 datasets, the per-
centage of macrophages was the highest, followed by
CD4+ T cells, mast cells, and CD8+ T cells (Fig. 1a).
Student’s t test revealed that the percentages of plasma
cell, monocyte, CD8+ T cell, and neutrophil contents were
decreased in intratumoral tissues, while the percentages of
Tfh cells, Tregs, NK cells, and DCs were increased in
TCGA and GSE14520 datasets (Fig. 1b). Further, we

investigated the coordination of immune cell fractions in
TCGA dataset. The correlation analysis was visualized
using the unsupervised hierarchical clustering of a correl-
ation matrix of immune cell analysis [34]. Figure 1c shows
2 clusters characterized by immune cells of an exhausted
immune response (neutrophilsintratumoral (T), eosinophilsT,
and Tregperitumor (P) cells) and an adaptive T cell response
(TfhT and TfhP), respectively.
To confirm these results, we evaluated the density of 28

immune features in 2 regions of liver cancer using tissue
microarrays: tumor and peritumor. The expression levels
of 28 immune features are presented in Additional file 3:
Figure S3. Based on the correlation analysis, three major

Table 1 Demographic, clinical, and tumor characteristics of patients with hepatocellular carcinoma

Patient demographics Training cohort (n = 352) Validation cohort (n = 393) P value

Age, years

< 60 274 (77.8%) 290 (73.8%) 0.20

≥ 60 78 (22.2%) 103 (26.2%)

Sex (female), n (%) 60 (17.0%) 53 (13.5%) 0.17

Etiology

HBV 295 (83.8%) 314 (79.9%) 0.24

HCV 2 (0.6%) 6 (1.5%)

Others 55 (15.6%) 73 18.6%)

Liver cirrhosis, yes (%) 284 (80.7%) 331 (84.2%) 0.06

AFP, ng/mL 101.5 (6.0, 724.5) 71 (6.0, 865.0) 0.45

Albumin, g/L 4.3 (4.0, 4.6) 4.4 (4.1, 4.7) 0.008

Bilirubin, μmol/L 14.8 (11.5, 18.6) 14.0 (10.6, 18.3) 0.03

ALT, IU/L 41 (27.5, 63.5) 38 (27, 54) 0.06

GGT, U/L 52 (33, 99) 58 (38, 100) 0.11

Tumor number, n (%)

1 314 (89.2%) 327 (83.2%) 0.06

2 29 (8.2%) 51 (14.5%)

≥ 3 9 (2.6%) 15 (3.8%)

Tumor diameter, cm 4.0 (2.5, 7.0) 4.0 (2.5, 6.5) 0.39

Microvascular invasion (yes), n (%) 111 (31.5%) 114 (29.0%) 0.45

Lymphoid metastasis (negative), n (%) 350 (99.4%) 393 (100.0%) 0.13

Tumor differentiation (Edmondson-Steiner grade)

I-II 266 (75.6%) 284 (72.3%) 0.31

III-IV 86 (24.4%) 109 (27.7%)

BCLC

0 42 (11.9%) 46 (11.7%) 0.52

A 269 (76.4%) 311 (79.1%)

B 41 (11.7%) 36 (9.2%)

Occlusion, min

< 15 274 (77.8%) 299 (76.1%) 0.57

≥ 15 78 (22.2%) 94 (23.9%)

Values are presented as no. (%) or median (Q1, Q3)
HBV hepatitis B virus, HCV hepatitis C virus, AFP α-fetoprotein, ALT alanine aminotransferase, GGT γ-glutamyl transferase
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Fig. 1 Characteristics of the immune microenvironment and selection of immune features by LASSO analysis in liver cancer. a Relative fractions of 22
leukocyte subsets across 8 datasets estimated by CIBERSORT. b Comparison of immune cells between neoplastic and adjacent tissues in the GSE14520
and TCGA datasets. *, **, ***, and **** denote P < .05, < 0.01, < 0.001, and < 0.0001, respectively. NS denotes no significance (Student’s t test). c, d
Correlation matrix followed by unsupervised hierarchical clustering in immune cell fractions of TCGA (c) and 28 immune features of HCC tissues (d).
Pearson correlation coefficients (R) were calculated. Correlation coefficients were plotted with negative correlation (green), positive correlation (red),
and R = 0 (black). e, f Five immune features selected by LASSO Cox regression analysis. Left panel: the two dotted vertical lines are drawn at the
optimal values by minimum criteria (e) and 1-s.e. criteria (f). Right panel: LASSO coefficient profiles of the 28 immune features. g TRIS distribution of
the 5-immune features in the training and validation cohorts. Upper panel: TRIS distribution of the five-immune-feature-based classifier and patient
survival status. Lower panel: heatmap presenting density of the five immune features in HCC patients. h IHC expression pattern of selected immune
features, including CD3T, CD27T, CD103T, PD1T, and CD68P in 4 different patients. Bar, 20 μm. T is for tumor specimens and P for peritumor specimens
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clusters were identified. Two clusters were characterized
with functional coordination of T lymphocytes in the
intratumoral tissues (CD3T, CD4T, CD27T, and CD45ROT)
or the adjacent normal tissues (CD3P, CD45RAP, and
CD45ROP). The last cluster was characterized with the
functional coordination of peri- and intratumoral CXCR5+

cells (a biomarker of Tfh) [30], which is consistent with
the results of TCGA dataset (TfhT and TfhP) (Fig. 1d). In
summary, these data indicated a high degree of functional
coordination of specific types of immune cells.

Construction of the TRIS
To select prognostic immune features, we performed the
LASSO Cox regression model on the basis of OS [36]. Five
immune features were identified in the training cohort:
CD3T, CD27T, CD103T, PD1T, and CD68P (Fig. 1e–g). The
IHC expression modes of the 5 immune features in HCC
tissues are presented in Fig. 1h. And then, we built a per-
sonalized TRIS with the coefficients weighted by the
LASSO Cox model in the training cohort, where TRIS
= (175.6642 × the level of CD68P − 14.7372 × the level of
CD3T − 37.5718 × the level of CD27T − 88.1263 × the level
of CD103T − 50.5161 × the level of PD1T) × 10−5. The level
of immune features was defined as the number of posi-
tively stained cells in specific regions of each HCC patient:
intra- or peri-tumoral tissues. We then evaluated the cor-
relation of TRIS with clinicopathological variables and

observed that the TRIS was statistically associated with sex
(P = 0.02), AFP (P = 0.009), tumor diameter (P = 0.02), and
tumor numbers (P = 0.046) (Additional file 2: Table S1).

Selection of prognostic predictors
Univariate analyses were performed on age, sex, etiology,
TRIS, and clinicopathologic variables to determine their as-
sociations with OS in patients with early/intermediate-stage
HCC. All variables that were significant were evaluated with
multivariate analyses (Table 2). Multivariate analysis re-
vealed that γ-glutamyl transferase (GGT) (hazard ratio
(HR), 1.002; 95% CI, 1.000–1.004; P = 0.01), tumor diameter
(HR, 1.100; 95% CI, 1.046–1.156; P < 0.001), tumor differ-
entiation (Edmondson-Steiner grade I-II/III-IV) (HR, 1.819;
95% CI, 1.268–2.610; P = 0.001) [41], and TRIS (HR, 4.606;
95% CI, 1.335–15.890; P = 0.02) were independent prognos-
tic factors of OS in HCC patients.

Establishment of the ICPI
To further improve the accuracy of survival prediction,
GGT, TRIS, tumor diameter, and tumor differentiation were
integrated. By using the Cox proportional hazards regression
model, we then derived an individualized ICPI equation:
(0.0889 ×GGT+5 × tumor diameter + 25.4939 × tumor dif-
ferentiation status + 60.9038 ×TRIS − 1.1324). In this for-
mula, Edmondson-Steiner grade I-II was defined as 1, and
grade III-IV as 2. And then, we evaluated the predictive

Table 2 Univariate and multivariate Cox analysis of OS in the training cohort (n = 352)

Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

HR (95% CI) P value HR (95% CI) P value

Sex (female/male) 0.934 (0.611, 1.428) 0.75

Age, years 1.007 (0.991, 1.024) 0.38

HBsAg (yes/no) 0.915 (0.590, 1.419) 0.69

HBcAb (yes/no) 0.664 (0.405, 1.088) 0.12

Anti-HCV (yes/no) 1.671 (0.234, 11.951) 0.61

Bilirubin, μmol/L 0.987 (0.961, 1.014) 0.36

ALT, IU/L 1.002 (1.000, 1.004) 0.12

Albumin, g/L 0.738 (0.526, 1.035) 0.08

AFP, ng/mL 1.000 (1.000, 1.000) 0.19

GGT, U/L 1.002 (1.001, 1.004) < 0.001 1.002 (1.000, 1.004) 0.01

Liver cirrhosis (yes/no) 1.461 (0.919, 2.319) 0.11

Tumor diameter, cm 1.153 (1.107, 1.202) < 0.001 1.100 (1.046, 1.156) < 0.001

Tumor number 1.259 (1.004, 1.583) 0.046 1.266 (0.976, 1.643) 0.08

Microvascular invasion (yes/no) 1.362 (1.065, 1.767) 0.02 1.211 (0.995, 1.599) 0.09

Lymphoid metastasis (yes/no) 1.833 (0.256, 13.108) 0.55

Tumor differentiation (Edmondson-Steiner grade I-II/III-IV) 1.753 (1.232, 2.494) 0.002 1.819 (1.268, 2.610) 0.001

Occlusion time, min 1.028 (1.011, 1.045) < 0.001 1.013 (0.996, 1.031) 0.14

TRIS 12.197 (3.835, 38.791) < 0.001 4.606 (1.335, 15.89) 0.02

HBsAg hepatitis B surface antigen, HBcAb hepatitis B core antibody, HCV hepatitis C virus, AFP α-fetoprotein, ALT alanine aminotransferase, GGT γ-glutamyl
transferase, AFP alpha fetoprotein, TRIS tissue-related immune signature
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value of ICPI with other postoperative variables. The
data revealed that the performance of ICPI was super-
ior to that of postoperative variables, including micro-
vascular invasion, lymphoid metastasis, and tumor
differentiation (Additional file 2: Table S2).
To compare the predictive power of the ICPI and 7

traditional staging systems, ROC curve analysis was ap-
plied. In patients with HBV-associated HCC, our estab-
lished ICPI achieved significantly improved estimation in
survival prediction (C-index, 0.691) when compared with
the 7 staging systems in the training cohort (C-index,
0.548–0.597) (Fig. 2a and Additional file 2: Table S3).

Performance of the ICPI in stratifying the risk of patients
To determine the optimal cutoff values of the ICPI,
X-tile program [39] was used in the training cohort
(Additional file 3: Figure S4). Then, the patients were
stratified into 3 subgroups: score 1, 0 to 58.5; score 2,
58.5 to 86.2; and score 3, ≥ 86.2. In the training cohort,
stratification into the 3 subgroups allowed significant
distinction for survival outcomes (score 1 vs. 2, P =
0.001; score 2 vs. 3, P < 0.001). Except for Okuda staging
system, no significant differences in survival distribution
were observed across all stages of BCLC, CLIP, JIS,
LCSGJ, and AJCC 7th and 8th edition staging systems
(Additional file 3: Figure S5). Further, we assessed the
performance of the ICPI model and 7 staging systems
with corrected AIC values and homogeneity [40].
Among the eight staging systems, our stratified ICPI re-
vealed the highest homogeneity (43.66) and the lowest
AIC value (1594.64) in HBV-related HCC patients in the
early/intermediate stage (Table 3), implying that

stratified ICPI might be more accurate in predicting
postoperative survival.

Validation of constructed ICPI
To substantiate the performance of ICPI, validation ana-
lyses were performed in an internal validation cohort (n =
393). In the validation cohort, the C-index value of the
ICPI was superior than those of 7 other staging systems
[ICPI vs Okuda, 0.686 vs 0.602 (P < 0.001); CLIP, 0.610
(P = 0.01); LCSGJ, 0.553 (P < 0.001); JIS, 0.556 (P < 0.001);
AJCC 7th edition, 0.519 (P < 0.001); AJCC 8th edition,
0.573 (P < 0.001); BCLC, 0.544 (P < 0.001), respectively]
(Fig. 2 and Additional file 2: Table S3).
Moreover, we performed the Kaplan-Meier survival ana-

lysis according to the stratified ICPI and traditional sta-
ging systems in the validation cohort. Figure 3 indicates
that significant differences in survival distributions were
found across all stages of stratified ICPI score 1/2 (P =
0.003), score 2/3 (P < 0.001), Okuda stage I/II (P < 0.001),
and AJCC 8th edition stage I/II (P = 0.01) and II/III (P =
0.02). There were no significant survival differences be-
tween BCLC stage A/B (P = 0.38), CLIP 0/1 (P = 0.09), 2/3
(P = 0.68), JIS 1/2 (P = 0.14), LCSGJ II/III (P = 0.13), AJCC
7th edition I/II (P = 0.31), and II/III (P = 0.24).
We also assessed corrected AIC values and homogeneity

in the validation cohort. The stratified ICPI remains the
highest homogeneity (50.94) and lowest AIC (1551.86)
(Table 3). In addition, we generated a nomogram to fa-
cilitate the clinical application of ICPI (Additional file 3:
Figure S6A). The calibration plots achieved acceptable
agreement in the validation cohort between the ICPI
prediction and the actual observation for 1-, 3-, and
5-year OS (Additional file 3: Figure S6B).

a b

Fig. 2 ROC curves of overall survival (OS) for the ICPI and other 7 staging systems in the training (a) and validation (b) cohorts. The C-index value of
the ICPI model for OS was significantly higher than those for the Okuda, CLIP, LCSGJ, JIS, AJCC 7th edition, AJCC 8th edition, and BCLC classifications
for OS [0.691 vs 0.548 (P < 0.001), 0.597 (P < 0.001), 0.557 (P < 0.001), 0.553 (P < 0.001), 0.595 (P = 0.008), 0.589 (P = 0.002), 0.552 (P < 0.001), respectively] in
the training cohort. The validation cohort shared the similar trend [ICPI vs Okuda 0.686 vs 0.602 (P < 0.001), CLIP 0.610 (P = 0.01), LCSGJ 0.553 (P <
0.001), JIS 0.556 (P < 0.001), AJCC 7th edition 0.519 (P < 0.001), AJCC 8th edition 0.573 (P < 0.001), BCLC 0.544 (P < 0.001), respectively]
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Relationship between the ICPI and local immune status
To investigate the interaction of immune features in the
tumor microenvironment, an immune network was con-
structed on the basis of TMA data. Figure 4a shows a
clear separation between the two regions, each exhibiting

a distinct and characteristic immune cell pattern, and sub-
networks of T cell subpopulations (CD3 cells, CD4 cells,
memory T cells, and naïve T cells) in liver tissues. We also
observed a correlation between B cells (CD20) and the T
cell subset network, implying a functional interaction

Table 3 Comparison of prognostic performance among HCC staging systems and the novel prognostic system

Model Training cohort (n = 352) Validation cohort (n = 393)

Homogeneity (Wald χ2) Corrected AIC Homogeneity (Wald χ2) Corrected AIC

Stratified ICPI 43.66 1594.64 50.94 1551.86

AJCC 7th edition 20.22 1620.07 4.67 1600.13

AJCC 8th edition 17.80 1622.50 17.55 1587.25

LCSGJ 10.52 1629.78 12.57 1592.23

BCLC 9.27 1629.03 9.29 1593.50

JIS 10.77 1629.52 14.13 1590.66

Okuda 8.41 1627.88 35.67 1565.13

CLIP 18.56 1623.74 37.91 1566.89

ba c

ed

g h

f

Fig. 3 Kaplan-Meier survival curves of the validation cohort categorized by different staging systems (a stratified ICPI, b BCLC, c CLIP, d JIS, e
LCSGJ, f Okuda, g AJCC 7th edition, h AJCC 8th edition)
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between B cells and T cells. Interestingly, close correla-
tions between memory T cells (CD45RO) and 5 other
immune features, including CD3, CD4, CD27, CD45RA,
and CD8, existed in both regions. The local interaction of
the immune network suggested the existence of tumor-
microenvironment compartments with different composi-
tions, which might influence the activity and mobility of T
and B lymphocytes in the tumor progression.
The local immune status plays an essential role in car-

cinogenesis and in response to cancer therapeutics. Previ-
ous reports showed that the intratumoral densities of
CD8+, CD57+, and CD45RO+ cells correlated with the
local immune status [34, 42, 43]. Then, we investigated
whether our constructed ICPI could be a potential

indicator of the local immune response. The correlations
between the ICPI and intratumoral immune features were
assessed. Figure 4 b and c reveal that the levels of CD4+,
CD20+, CD45RA+, and CD45RO+cells were inversely
associated with individual ICPI. And also, the relationships
between the levels of CD4+, CD20+, CD45RA+, and
CD45RO+ cells and the TRIS shared similar trends (Add-
itional file 3: Figure S7), implying that the ICPI was a
useful prognostic mode and might be correlated with the
local immune status.

Discussion
HCC is a remarkably heterogeneous type of malignancy
resulting from the accumulation of epigenetic and genomic

a

c

b

Fig. 4 The relationship between ICPI and local immune status. a The network of immune features in HCC tissues. b Correlation between ICPI and
the density of intratumoral CD4+, CD20+, CD45RO+, and CD45RA+ cells. c Immunostaining of intratumoral CD4+, CD20+, CD45RO+, CD45RA+, and
CD68 cells across 3 subgroups. Bar, 20 μm
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alterations and is influenced by tumor-host crosstalk
[44, 45]. With inadequate information on the bio-
logical behavior and microenvironment characteristics
of liver cancer, it may not be accurate enough to sim-
ply combine few clinicopathological parameters to-
gether for the prediction of survival in HCC patients.
In this study, an immune and clinical prognostic
index was developed and validated in an independent
dataset. The newly developed ICPI was useful in
survival prediction for patients with early/intermedia-
te-stage HCC (BCLC stages 0, A, and B).
To identify prognosis-related immune predictors, 28

immune features were evaluated in the training cohort
of 352 HCC specimens. In contrast to other studies that
used gene expression profiles and flow cytometry, IHC
was used for the identification of tumor-infiltrating im-
mune cells, because of its ease of use and clinically applic-
able. Based on all the examination results, five immune
features were selected through LASSO Cox method in
our study, including CD3T, CD27T, CD103T, PD1T, and
CD68P. This selection is more comprehensive than those
previously reported studies in multiple aspects [25, 46].
First, we systematically investigated 28 immunological fea-
tures based on intra- and peri-tumoral tissues in liver can-
cer that are not confined to the commonly used CD3,
CD4, CD45RO, or CD8. Second, the LASSO Cox regres-
sion model was adopted to achieve covariate selection.
Also, in contrast to previous studies with relatively smaller
sample sizes (from 65 to 348 patients) [25, 26, 46], our
study recruited a much larger cohort (n = 745 patients).
The prognosis values of the five immune features se-

lected for TRIS were consistent with previous studies. Our
study indicated that a low density of intratumoral CD3+

cells predicted poor prognosis, which is similar to studies
on HCC [25] and gastric cancer [34]. Consistent with the
study by Garnelo et al. [8], high density of CD27-positive
cells was associated with superior HCC patients’ survival in
our study. Also, we confirmed the interaction between
intratumoral B (CD20) cells and T (CD27) cells with im-
mune cell network. In tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes and
peripheral blood of HCCs, Zhang et al. [32] revealed that
the prevalence of Tregs expressing high levels of HLA-DR,
GITR, and CD103 increased during the progressive stages.
In accordance with our previous study [47], we observed
that high infiltration of PD1+ immune cells could predict
dismal survival in HCC patients. Furthermore, it has also
been reported that Kupffer cells (CD68), the resident mac-
rophages in the liver, play an important role in HCC devel-
opment and hepatic homeostasis [48]. Similar to the
previous study by Zhu et al. [23], high levels of peritumoral
macrophages were correlated with tumor progression and
poor prognosis after liver resection, indicating the potential
value of peritumoral immune components to serve as a
prognosis factor and future target of immunotherapy.

Apart from the selected immune biomarkers of CD3,
CD27, CD103, CD68, and PD1, the status and prognostic
significance of other immune biomarkers were also evalu-
ated in this study. In HCC, the antitumor effector func-
tions of CD4+ T and CD8+ T cells have been reported
[24], while the role of B lymphocytes in the carcinogenesis
of HCC remains controversial [4]. The antitumor function
of NK cells has been well-documented, which is gradually
diminished with the progression of HCC. In our study, no
significant differences in NK cells (CD57) were observed
between intra- and peri-tumoral tissues. In our previous
study, intratumoral neutrophils, facilitating tumorigenesis
and resistance to the tyrosine-kinase inhibitor sorafenib,
were reported as a poor indicator for HCC patients [28].
Similar to the studies on colorectal cancer [16], the intra-
tumoral memory T cells (CD45RO) were also decreased
dramatically in our study. In addition, depletion of CD14+

and CD45RA+ cells in the tumor regions was observed.
However, the intratumoral CXCR5+ cells did not show
any significant changes.
The host immunity against tumors is considered in-

creasingly important in clinical practice and cancer re-
search as the local immune status can influence tumor
evolution. Changes in density of intratumoral-infiltrated
immune cells during tumor invasion and metastasis may
indicate progressive immune escape. In our study, the ICPI
was inversely but weakly correlated with CD4+, CD45RA+,
CD45RO+, and CD20+cells. Previous studies have reported
that the intratumoral immune response was associated
with the densities of localized CD3+, CD8+, and CD45RO+

cells [49]. Garnelo et al. reported that tumor-infiltrating
CD20+ and CD27+ cells enhanced local immune activation
and contributed to a better prognosis for patients with
HCC [8]. In addition, CD103+ cells have been proposed
as an indicator of the favorable OS in breast and lung
cancers [50, 51]. These findings suggest that the com-
bination of selected markers in the ICPI may serve as a
potential indicator which represents the localized im-
mune status in liver cancer.
The survival of HCC patients depends on the tumor

stage, underlying liver function, and performance status.
As a marker of liver injury, GGT was an independent
prognostic predictor on multivariate analysis in our
study. Recently, other researchers reported that elevated
serum GGT was associated with the risk of cancer, espe-
cially in liver cancer [52]. Our final ICPI model also inte-
grated tumor diameter and histologic differentiation as
reported in previous studies [53, 54]. Based on these
clinical predictors, our established ICPI integrated the
characteristics of liver function, liver pathology, and
host-tumor interaction.
Our study has limitations. First, this study was focused

on HBV-associated HCC in the early/intermediate stage.
It requires further study whether the ICPI can be applied
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to patients with advanced-staged disease or HCC with
other etiologies requires further studies. Second, the
study is retrospective with its inherent defects. Third,
the study cohorts were recruited from one single center,
and approximately 10% of HCC patients at intermediate
stage (BCLC B) underwent surgical resection, which
might result in selection bias. In addition, the biological
mechanisms remain to be further investigated about
how the candidate markers, including CD3, CD27,
CD68, CD103, and PD1, are involved in HCC. Finally,
the ICPI model was constructed on the basis of pre- and
postoperative parameters, which may not be suitable for
preoperative decision-making.

Conclusion
In summary, the ICPI improved the accuracy of survival
prediction for patients with early/intermediate-stage HCC.
Prospective studies are needed to further validate its ana-
lytical accuracy in estimating prognosis for individualized
management of HCC patients.
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